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RE: Planning application 15/02917/OUT, New Retail Quarter Wellington Street Sheffield S1 4HD 

Written by Matt Turner on behalf of CycleSheffield, 25a Middlewood Road, S6 4GW 

For over 20 years Cycle Sheffield has campaigned to create a cycle-friendly Sheffield, where everyone has the choice 

to make daily journeys by bike. Our vision is a cycle friendly and people friendly city where people of all ages 

and abilities have the freedom to ride a bike – not only the young, quick, fit and brave. We are a 

constituted organisation with over 550 paying members. 

CycleSheffield took part in the Retail Quarter consultation by organising the ‘CycleSheffield Postcards’ 

which are referenced in the Statement of Community Involvement. Over 300 people responded to the 

public consultation calling for the development to be cycle-friendly: comments regarding cycle provision 

and pedestrian and cycle safety ranked in first and second place in the issues raised. 

CycleSheffield has met with Sheffield City Council, Arup and Counter Context during September to discuss 

and fully understand the transport proposals within the plan. 

We also organised a public event on 8th September where we walked around the site, explained the plans 

to members of the public and gathered feedback. This work has influenced our response to the planning 

application. 

Sheffield’s Vision for Excellent Transport aims for 10% of all journeys in Sheffield by bike by 2025 (just 10 

years away) and 25% of all journeys by 2050. The South Yorkshire Cycling Actions plan has similar aims, 

with a target of 10% of all journeys in South Yorkshire to be made by bike by 2025. 

We love the plans for Pinstone Street and Furnival Gate and believe that these will create an excellent 

walking and cycling environment. However we are very concerned that traffic routes around new car 

parks will introduce significant motor traffic onto many streets; residential and shopping streets which 

should not be dominated by the noise, pollution, disruption and danger which comes hand in hand with 

large volumes of motor traffic. No protected cycle lanes have been provided on these streets in the plans 

and increased traffic will severely compromise routes which are currently pleasant and safe for walking 

and cycling. Cycle facilities must be of a standard where they are safe and pleasant to use by a parent 

and 8 year old child or a person riding an adapted cycle because of a disability. 

Many UK and European cities have become ‘destinations’ through reducing and removing motor traffic 

from their centres. Whilst the core of the Retail Quarter itself looks to be a relatively pleasant and 

traffic-free place to spend time, we are concerned that this comes at the expense of other areas in the 

city centre which will be damaged by these plans. 

Traffic modelling and cycling modal share 
The transport modelling for car parking and highway capacity within the planning application’s Transport 

Assessment make the assumption that only 2% of journeys to the Retail Quarter will be by bicycle. Sheffield’s Vision 

for Excellent Transport aims for there to be 10% of all journeys to be made by bicycle within 10 years. We must use 
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these forecasts in traffic modelling to adequately cope with the number of people arriving to the Retail Quarter by 

bicycle to avoid cycle provision being already inadequate and obsolete by the time of its completion. 

Changes to roads outside the Retail Quarter 
There are planned changes to roads outside the Retail Quarter site on Broad Lane, Charter Row/Fitzwilliam Street, 

West Street/Rockingham Street and Division Street/Rockingham Street. These changes all facilitate the movement of 

motor traffic and bus traffic into the Retail Quarter. The same considerations must be given to cycling. Any junction 

and road changes outside the core Retail Quarter site must include provision to make cycling safe, enjoyable and a 

realistic choice for both visitors to the Retail Quarter and the hundreds of people who will live or work in the Retail 

Quarter. 

Pinstone Street 
We fully support the aim to remove the uphill general traffic lane on Pinstone Street and replace it with pedestrian 

and cycle only access. These sorts of plans will create an environment that will give everyone the freedom to cycle 

and support Sheffield’s aims of becoming a more bicycle-friendly city. 

Furnival Gate 
We fully support the plans to remove private motor traffic from Furnival Gate, making this a bus, bicycle and 

pedestrian only area. It is good to see that protected cycle lanes are included in the plans because of the volume of 

buses that will use this road. There must be a good environment for cycling which feels safe for ordinary people to 

use (not just young, fit and brave people who are happy to ride alongside large vehicles). With the volume of 

pedestrians expected here, it’s essential that the interactions between the different modes of transport are carefully 

planned and conflict is designed out. 

We’re concerned from plans we’ve seen that there will be restrictions in building to building width by the extension 

of Block H/J towards Furnival Gate. There is currently enough room to provide an excellent walking environment for 

walking, cycling and public transport with room for cycle paths on both sides of the roads, and plenty of space for 

people to walk without having to wander onto the cycle paths. However if block H/J is permitted to be built in the 

current location of the carriageway then there will not be enough room to create a good environment for all, hence 

the compromised one side only cycle provision plans for this are that we have been shown by Sheffield City Council. 

Do not extend block H/J into the carriageway of Furnival Gate so far that it restricts the ability to provide a good 

environment for cycling, walking and public transport. (See map below, the red arrows indicate the extension of the 

proposed building here) 

 

Motor traffic access to block H/J 
The Charles Street/Pinstone Street junction is currently filtered so that only people walking or cycling can travel from 

Charles Street onto Pinstone Street. The planning application proposes to open Charles Street to motor traffic to 

facilitate access to the car park in block H/J. The car park capacity of 71 spaces means that the volume of motor 
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traffic will be low. If access is from Charles Street then to protect the cycling and walking environment, we insist on 

the implementation of rising bollards, controlled by electronic passes limit the vehicles than can access this area. 

This access arrangement has been used very successfully between the Town hall and St Paul’s Hotel and would work 

to protect the new arrangement from abuse and use as a cut-through by motor vehicles and keep the environment 

pleasant for walking and cycling. 

Charter Row 
The changes planned at the junction of Charter Row and Rockingham Street mean that car traffic into the Retail 

Quarter car parks from this direction will only occupy one lane. This is an unmissable opportunity to create high 

quality protected cycle lanes along Charter Row by reallocating road space away from motor traffic and to cycling. 

We ask that protected cycle lanes are provided along Charter Row to create the conditions necessary for people to 

be able to cycle to the Retail Quarter and to Sheffield city centre safely, directly and comfortably. This will be a huge 

contribution towards meeting Sheffield’s Vision for Excellent Transport aim of 10% of all journeys in Sheffield by bike 

by 2025 and 25% of all journeys by 2050. 

Vibrant streets like Division Street must be protected from increased motor 

traffic 
Plans for the new Retail Quarter will see additional traffic on Division Street leaving the multi-storey car parks. Traffic 

will drive up Rockingham Street, and be permitted to turn left onto Division Street or onto West Street (see map 

below, these turns are highlighted in red). 

It is not appropriate to increase traffic levels on these streets; they do not have any protected space for cycling and 

are key ‘places’ and hubs of pedestrian activity, independent shopping and city life. To introduce additional traffic 

onto these streets will damage the space and will make them less attractive places to live, to shop and to spend 

time. Division Street is currently heavily used by cyclists and pedestrians and must be protected as a key cycling and 

walking route. 

Traffic must be prevented from using West Street and Division Street to leave the car parks of the Sheffield Retail 

Quarter. 

 

The proposal is for motor traffic travelling to the car parks from Broad Lane to turn right from Rockingham Street 

onto West Street and then left onto Westfield Terrace. West Street is a hub of pedestrian activity, especially 

between Rockingham Street and Westfield Terrace. Westfield Terrace is a wonderful quiet street with residential 

buildings, cafés and restaurants. Neither of these streets are appropriate for traffic to drive down to access car 

parks. 

Traffic accessing the car parks from Broad Lane should drive straight across West Street, remaining on Rockingham 

Street, to access the car parks, instead of spilling out into perpendicular and parallel streets. See image below, 

green is our suggested route, red shows the route of West Street and Westfield Terrace. 
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Traffic leaving the car parks and heading south towards Charter Row will use the route along Wellington Street, and 

then will turn left onto Fitzwilliam Street. These streets are heavily used by cyclists, Wellington Street is a flat, direct, 

and quiet route into the city from Broomhall, and Fitzwilliam Street is the most direct route from The University 

Quarter to the bottom of the Moor and beyond. By introducing significant volumes of motor traffic onto these 

routes without providing protected cycle lanes, the cycling environment will be less attractive and people will be less 

likely to cycle.  

If additional traffic is introduced onto these streets then protected cycle lanes in both directions need to be 

provided to protect the cycling environment (see maps below). However we would argue that traffic should not be 

travelling along these streets to leave the car parks, it should instead travel directly along Rockingham Street onto 

Charter Row to protect the relatively quietly trafficked streets of Wellington Street and Fitzwilliam Street. See 

map below, the proposed exit route along Wellington Street and Fitzwilliam Street is in red, and our preferred route 

in in green. 
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Bike Hub 
We fully support having a Bike Hub within the Retail Quarter development. The location of the Bike Hub should be 

safe and convenient to get to by bicycle. Currently it’s placed in the main car park block, in the centre of many busy 

main motor traffic routes. This will make it very difficult to create good cycling links to the Bike Hub that are usable 

by everyone. At the moment, placing it in the south-west corner of the car park means that the only route to access 

it using cycle facilities is from the west on Wellington Street. All the other routes will be heavily trafficked and the 

plans show no protected cycle lanes. Travelling away from the Bike Hub, the plans show no routes with protected 

cycle lanes at all, and every street heading away from it will be busy with motor traffic. 

It is essential that the Bike Hub is sited in a place accessible by bicycle, both to get to, and from, and the routes 

must be protected from motor traffic. It is must be possible for an adult riding with an 8 year old child, or a person 

riding an adapted cycle because of a disability to access the Bike Hub safely and conveniently without having to 

jostle with traffic. (See map below, green showing the only cycle friendly access in, and in red showing that there are 

no cycle friendly exit routes). 
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Built-in hazards such as cycle lanes on the outside of parked cars are not 

acceptable 
The route from the bottom of Devonshire Green along Wellington Street past the Devonshire Cat and Bike Rehab 

will become one-way towards Fitzwilliam Street and will be used by traffic leaving the car parks. The plans show a 

contraflow cycle lane, but it is shown on the outside of on street parking next to oncoming traffic. It should be 

possible to cycle in both directions on Wellington Street protected from motor traffic, currently the plans only show 

a cycle lane in the eastwards direction. 

It is now well recognised that cycle lanes on the outside of parked cars present a hazard for cyclists; with the 

danger of them being thrown into oncoming traffic should they hit a door being opened into the lane. Therefore, 

in line with modern cycling design standards it is essential that the cycle lane on Wellington Street runs behind the 

car parking, between the parking spaces and the footway. 

The current plans only show a cycle lane on Wellington Street heading east towards the Retail Quarter. It is 

essential that people visiting the Retail Quarter bike should also be able to leave it safely and therefore we insist 

on the addition of a protected cycle lane heading west along Wellington Street, away from the Retail Quarter. (See 

map below) 
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Bike routes must be convenient if they are to provide a viable alternative to 

driving 
Cycle routes must be convenient if people are to choose to cycle rather than drive. The current plans show it not 

being possible for cyclists to continue directly along a flat route to the city centre from Wellington Street as the cycle 

lane stops when it reaches Trafalgar Street. The straight ahead movement is not possible because the car park 

entrance and exit is a one way street with no cycle contraflow. Cyclists will have to join car park traffic on Trafalgar 

Street going north. This adds an unnecessarily uphill but also a huge barrier for ordinary people who do not feel 

comfortable cycling alongside large amounts of traffic.  

What is needed is continuity to continue along Wellington Street so that people can continue directly on into the 

city centre. Alternatively protected cycle lanes should be provided so that people can continue their journeys 

protected from the motor traffic travelling towards or away from the car parks. 

 

People must be able to cross roads safely & conveniently 
Junction between West Street and Rockingham Street 

Traffic levels will increase at the junction of West Street and Rockingham Street. This is a crossroads which is crossed 

by thousands of people every day but only one arm has a signalised pedestrian crossing. It is not clear if pedestrian 

crossings on the other three crossings will be provided; the planning application has conflicting information on this. 

This is a dangerous junction for anyone walking as there is only one signalised crossing. All four arms of the 

crossroads must have signalised pedestrian crossings. All four arms have traffic lights for motor traffic to keep 

them safe and prevent conflict: the same must be done for people walking in order to encourage and facilitate 

active travel. (See map below, the red arrows show the crossings that need to have signalised pedestrian crossings) 
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Junction of West Street and Westfield Terrace 

It is also proposed that traffic travelling towards the car parks from Broad Lane will turn left from West Street onto 

Westfield Terrace. This junction currently has a wide turning radius, and has an unsignalised pedestrian crossing for 

people walking along West Street. By introducing turning traffic here, this will become more dangerous.  

It is essential that a signalised crossing is provided for people walking along West Street to protect them from 

traffic turning into Westfield Terrace (see image below). Alternatively traffic should be prevented from turning 

into Westfield Terrace completely by directing it straight across West Street from Rockingham Street to 

Rockingham Street on its journey from Broad Lane to the car parks (see map below). 
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Portobello Street and Rockingham Street Junction 
Traffic levels will increase significantly on Rockingham Street. A key walking and cycling route crosses Rockingham 

Street at Portobello Street. It connects the city centre with the University area and provides a cycling route away 

from the dangerous tram lines of West Street. Crossing Rockingham Street is a significant obstacle, this will only get 

worse with the increase in traffic to the Sheffield Retail Quarter. The image below shows the crossroads, with the 

increase in motor traffic indicated by the red dashed lines, blue showing pedestrian crossing movements and green 

showing the key bicycle crossing movement. 

The junction of Portobello Street and Rockingham Street must be improved to that people can cross it safely on 

foot and on bike. 

 

Rat-running must be prevented 
Under the current plans it will remain possible to drive right through Sheffield City Centre bypassing the ring road 

from Broad Lane to Ecclesall Road, and also in the opposite direction. It must not be possible to do this and these 

routes must be closed to keep them safe and attractive places to walk and cycle. 

The city centre should be a destination, not a through-route. Catering for through-traffic in the city centre restricts 

our ability to create a nicer place to cycle and to live and will have a huge negative impact. 

Prevent motor traffic from being able to drive across the city centre by removing the through routes from Charter 

Row to Broad Lane. (See map below for the various through routes that will exist) 
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